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GESSLER CAPITAL EXPANDS FINANCIAL 
OFFERINGS TO INCLUDE LUXEMBOURG 

SECURITIZATION SOLUTIONS 
 

 

New Diverse Offering Ensures A One-Stop-Shop 
Experience For Clients Seeking Alternative Investment 

Securitization Options From A Single-Source 
 
 

27th November 2019 (Zurich, Switzerland) - Gessler Capital GmbH, a one-stop-shop for the 

securitization of alternative investments, is proud to announce that the newly founded Swiss 

financial firm has expanded into Luxembourg securitization solutions as part of its client offerings. 

Through a recent cooperation formed with MTCM Investments AG, Gessler Capital is primed to 

appeal to a broader base of customers by expanding its existing Guernsey offering with 

Luxembourg, allowing clients to choose among even more competitive options for all their 

alternative investment needs. With this wide range of investment options, Gessler Capital is the 

perfect single-source firm for customers.  

 

“As a young company, we are thrilled to expand our financial product services this early on in our 

business practice as we believe it demonstrates our tenacity and dedication to sourcing the best 

securitization solutions for our clients,” said Vincent Gessler, Founder & CEO of Gessler Capital. 

“By partnering with MTCM Investments, we can offer our customers even more options for 

securitizing their projects which strengthens our position as a ‘one-stop-shop’ for our clientele’s 

diverse needs. We look forward to providing the best investment solutions and service for our 

trusted customers and will aim to continue developing our offerings to position ourselves as one 

of the most competitive single-source firms in the market for years to come.” 

 

https://www.gesslercapital.com/


Serving as a securitization expert in both bankable and non-bankable assets, Gessler Capital 

provides its clients with financial products of the second generation. By issuing innovative "off-

balance-sheet" products, Gessler Capital can provide a broad customer base with cost-effective 

and more secure securitization solutions without the so-called bank issuer risk. Clients also prefer 

the flexible framework of this solution over more traditional methods. 

 

Through the new cooperation with MTCM Investments, Gessler Capital will now expand its offer 

with European Medium Term Notes (EMTNs). In contrast to the Guernsey structured products, 

the EMTNs from a Luxembourger Securitization Vehicle are classified as bonds. This well-known 

format reaches a broader group of investors who focus on this difference in product classification, 

providing a new competitive option for Gessler Capital customers. 

 

As for the partnership with MTCM Investments to help diversify Gessler Capital’s offerings, Mr. 

Gessler adds, “MTCM Investments was suggested to us by several parties as a possible partner. 

Obviously, the cooperation was driven by fate and the chemistry was right from the beginning. 

With MTCM Investments, we have very experienced specialists at our side and can now also 

cover these [Luxembourger] solutions, which is another milestone for our expanding firm”. 

 

For clients interested in the Luxembourger EMTN, the solution could also replicate an equity pay-

off instead of providing simple coupon payments – an equivalent to the equity tracker in Guernsey. 

The Actively Managed Certificate (AMC) can also be offered via the Luxembourger solution, with 

the difference that EMTNs and AMCs are subject to mandatory auditing, which is also reflected 

in the prices. In return, Luxembourg has a large number of double taxation agreements, providing 

access to so-called U.S. Accredited Investors and is widely accepted across European investors. 

 

Gessler Capital clients currently encompass banks, asset managers, start-ups, family offices, and 

PE/PD/VC companies, among others, all benefiting from different aspects of securitization, 

including privacy for investors, maintaining voting rights among business owners, flexible portfolio 

structures, and much more. The Swiss firm aims to continue to offer a range of tailored products, 

including (Equity-) Trackers, Credit Linked Notes (CLNs) or EMTNs, and AMCs, to appeal to 

investors hungry for high-yielding alternative investments.  

 

Gessler Capital was founded in 2019 by Vincent Gessler with the aim of meeting the growing 

demand for non-traditional, off-balance sheet and flexible securitization solutions. Mr. Gessler is 

an experienced banking professional with an extensive network in the financial industry. He began 

his career in 1995 with an apprenticeship at Swiss Bank Corporation (now UBS). At the age of 

21, he was the youngest sales trader to work on the UBS Floor in Opfikon/Zurich. He ended his 

banking career in 2018 as Head of Securities Dealing at Banque Internationale à Luxembourg 

(Suisse) AG, also known as BIL Suisse, and joined GENTWO in Zurich. Over the past two 

decades, Mr. Gessler has been a member of an investment committee, held numerous advisory 

positions and also advised external asset managers and direct clients. 

 

For more information about Gessler Capital, visit gesslercapital.com.  

https://www.gesslercapital.com/

